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Oscar Pistorius

“Our kindness,

VILE BODIES

A Freak Show Called Generosity
by Theodore Dalrymple 

March 08, 2014

Legless South African

Olympic runner Oscar

Pistorius is now on trial for

having killed—deliberately or

otherwise—his girlfriend.

Although I have my own

theory of the case, based (as

our opinions about most

things are) more upon general

principles and knowledge of

the world than upon a detailed examination of the evidence, every

man has the right to be considered innocent until a properly

constituted court finds him otherwise. Therefore I shall only observe

that it is a moot question whether we derive more pleasure from

setting a man on a pedestal than from pulling him down from it. A

fallen hero renders mankind a double service. He gives two

pleasures for the price of one—on the way up and on the way

down. 

Personally I had never set Pistorius up on a mental pedestal. He

was no hero of mine. I found the spectacle in which he took part

distasteful, though I recognize the spirit, effort, and determination

necessary to overcome his disability in order to participate in it. By

themselves, however, spirit, effort, and determination justify nothing

and can be as easily put to unworthy as to noble ends.

I dislike even more the attempt to drum the population up into

enthusiasm for the Paralympics. To me it smacks of quasi-

totalitarian propaganda. An atmosphere has been created in which

to admit that one finds the spectacle distasteful is to be guilty of a

hate crime, an accusation that nowadays can be hurled at almost

anyone who wants to preserve public taste and decorum. The

spectacle itself seems to me designed to allow one the illicit

pleasure of the freak show while enjoying self-congratulation at

one’s own generosity of spirit. I prefer less ostentatious, less

orchestrated demonstrations of human decency.

My parents gave me a good example of

the latter when I was young. My best
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such as it is,

has…become

brittle,

impersonal,

theoretical,

abstract,

bureaucratic, and

ideological,

reflective of no

genuine feeling.”

friend, from whom I was all but

inseparable, contracted polio at age six

and was paralyzed from the waist down.

We remained the best of friends for

several years afterwards, and from the

first, I now realize, my parents behaved

toward him with the most perfect tact,

including him in every activity possible

and never making him feel his disability.

(Later in life he had a distinguished

career.) I am sure they expected no

praise for their decency, nor did they act

by deduction from any abstract principle,

though no doubt they could have

provided one if asked. On the contrary, they acted from normal,

genuine solidarity.  

Perhaps because of my early experience with a disabled friend, I

could never bring myself to laugh at circus dwarfs. Their antics

always pained rather than amused me. I could not see their

misfortune—surely no one would actually choose to be as they were

—as funny, nor could I understand how anybody else did. My

prejudice, if such it was, was only strengthened when I looked for

the first time in the Prado at Vélasquez’s portraits of the Spanish

court dwarfs, and on the female dwarf in Las Meninas. Great art

need have no moral message or meaning, I suppose, but for me

these pictures definitely did. No one who looked at them seriously

could ever thenceforth doubt that such dwarfs were full members of

the human race who were not put on Earth for our diversion or

amusement, to laugh at, to condescend to, or to treat in any way

other than how my parents treated my paraplegic best friend. 

Recently at an airport while waiting for a flight, I saw a man among a

group of bikers who was not actually achondroplastic but of the

same physical stature as an achondroplastic. He was dressed in the

same fashion as his friends: leather and steel, with ironmongery

through his nose and aggressive tattoos on his forearms. I was

seized by sorrow: not only for him, but for all of us, with our

contradictory and simultaneous need to belong to a group and yet

to mark ourselves out from others, resolved (in this case) by absurd

mimicry of a self-consciously brutalist fashion. Such is the human

condition, especially nowadays, when the need to be an individual is

felt more urgently and yet is more difficult to achieve than ever

before.

 

An artist who seems to me as genuinely compassionate as

Vélasquez is Daumier. The latter was a man of strong convictions,

yet he managed to criticize what he disliked without hatred and

never without humor. He ridiculed his political bêtes noires, Louis

Philippe and Louis Napoleon, without depriving them of their

humanity. While he found their pretensions ridiculous (as all human
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pretensions are), one could not imagine him inflicting cruelty on

them as individuals. 

His was a genuinely generous heart. One of my favorites of his

pictures is of the fairground

impresario ushering us into

his booth to look at his

prize freak, an enormously

fat woman—freakishly fat

for those days, not these,

when much fatter women

are commonplace. She

stands on a pedestal,

waiting to be stared at and walked around like a statue. This picture

is tragic. The woman is no jollier than is her exhibitor, and we sense

that they find the métier disagreeable. They are driven to it by

poverty, and the woman must keep her fatness up if they are to

make a living. Slimming would mean starvation for both. 

Nor is there strident criticism in this picture of us, the impresario’s

potential clients, for we too are worthy of compassion if our lives are

so reduced in scope, so exhausted by work, that we find distraction

in staring at a freak. This is a picture made more in sorrow than in

anger, in fact entirely in sorrow—and compassion.

Although our conditions of life have softened immeasurably since

Daumier’s day, his generosity of spirit is not easy to find today.

Perhaps this is because we demand so much more of life than

anyone demanded in his day, when even the lives of the richest

hung by the narrowest of threads. Our criticisms of life are

correspondingly harsher, less tolerant and forgiving of human

weakness, and less fatalistic than Daumier’s. Though we are

unprecedentedly fortunate, we are filled with bitterness and hate;

our kindness, such as it is, has correspondingly become brittle,

impersonal, theoretical, abstract, bureaucratic, and ideological,

reflective of no genuine feeling. 

Thus we promote an immense freak show, a Fellini’s Satyricon of

sport, and call it generosity.
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